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The Nature Conservancy
ArcPad/Trimble/ArcGIS



Management Objectives

To collect sufficient data 
to effectively track 
invasive species 
infestations and 
determine management 
effectiveness.  

Type of Data to Collect

 Shapes files 
- points 
- polygons 
- line 

 Track Logs 
 Photo points 

- poor photo quality 

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY –
ARCPAD/TRIMBLE/ARCGIS



Technology in the Office

 ArcMap 
 ArcPad

- both require licenses 

Technology in the Field

 Handheld mobile 
mapping GPS

- trimble or similar 
- requires license 

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY –
ARCPAD/TRIMBLE/ARCGIS



Pros

 ArcGIS is standard 
Widely used 
 Transferable and 

compatible 
 Type of data collected 

- customizable 

Cons

 Expensive 
 Trimbles are notoriously 

glitchy 
Data management 
Window Mobile not 

compatible with 
Windows 10 

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY –
ARCPAD/TRIMBLE/ARCGIS



Archbold Biological Station
Arc Collector 



Archbold 
B io logical  
Stat ion
Venus,  FL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At Archbold, we are using Collector in conjunction with ArcGIS in two different areas to meet different invasive management approaches. The area we call Red Hill is being restored from a garden/grove area dominated by non-native plants to native Scrub Shrub habitat using mowing and reintroducing fire. The encroachment of non-native invasive species is problematic in this area as we increase disturbance and have noticed the invasives entering within the burn units. We are trying to get out in front of this issue and have started using Collector to record what is happening and our efforts to control it. This is a very intense response and we took a scientific approach to monitoring and responding to invasives in this area. The second area we have been using Collector is the area we call the Reserve. This was acquired by Archbold in 2002 (3,648 acres) and has had several large restoration projects done on this semi-improved pasture to restore natural hydrology and wetlands. This area is much larger and our approach to this area has been using Collector to assist with early detection and rapid response.



Management Objectives

 Red Hill
 To identify, treat, map and 

track invasive plants 
species in native Scrub 
Shrub habitat during 
restoration efforts

Type of Data to Collect

 Red Hill
 Annually identify invasive 

plant species using a 10m 
grid on Red Hill
 Treat species with 

glyphosate and record 
treatment date
 Visit treatment sites and 

record any further 
presence of invasive

ARCHBOLD –
ARC COLLECTOR





Red Hill Monitoring



Management Objectives

 Reserve Restoration
 To identify, treat, map and 

track invasive plants 
species in restored pasture

Type of Data to Collect

 Reserve Restoration
 Sightings of invasive plant 

species on Reserve 
(currently just Cogan and 
Lygodium)
 Date of treatment/type of 

treatment
 Annually visit after 

treatment and record 
presence or absence of 
invasive species

ARCHBOLD –
ARC COLLECTOR



Reserve Invasive Monitoring



Technology in the Office

 ArcGIS online used to 
upload the points from 
phone or tablet

 Annual maps created 
on ArcGIS and layers 
added to maps on 
Collector

Technology in the Field

 Ipad or personal smart 
phones

 Trimble used for grid 
guidance on Red Hill

ARCHBOLD –
ARC COLLECTOR



Pros

 Everyone can participate
 Opportunistic sightings 

can easily be captured
 Dates recorded 

automatically
 Can change symbology in 

the field

Cons

 Can’t create polygons (for 
broadcast treatment)

 Accuracy not dependable 
for small scale

 Need to streamline 
system to make it easier 
to use while treating 
multiple species

ARCHBOLD –
ARC COLLECTOR



City of Winter Haven
Survey123



Management Objectives

 Efficiently collect good 
quality controlled data in 
the field

 Form is customizable to 
our needs

 Communicate results of 
field work between 
divisions & organizations

 Allow for open access to 
data entry

Type of Data to Collect

 GPS points showing 
aquatic or other plant 
data

 Includes species, 
density, and images

 Exportable to multiple 
formats

CITY OF WINTER HAVEN –
SURVEY 123

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Hi! I’m Savannah I work with the City of Winter Haven’s Natural Resources division, and I’m going to give a quick overview of how we use ESRI’s 123 app for aquatic vegetation monitoring. The City uses Survey 123 in our Aquatic Vegetation Monitoring Program to record species presence along our point-intercept style sampling transects. Our main management objective was finding a way of recording species presence data that was quick & easy to use in the field, but would also give good quality data output that could then easily be shared between our own organization & other interested parties – Enter Survey 123.We had previously been using an outside application product but found that by being able to design the form ourselves, we’re able to customize it very specifically to our needs, such as being able use a map showing our own transect lines and points for every lake and other functionalities like setting our own pre-set species list with automatically generated scientific names which makes data entry quicker and more uniform for processing.          - It’s also useful to have the option to share the survey and survey results with others using ArcGIS Online, even if they do not have access to our ArcGIS license, and even having the option to open up data entry to those who may not have access to our license as wellThe data from these surveys ends up generating our stats on lake biodiversity and abundance, however in its basic form the data collected gets represented as GPS points showing what species are where on a lake and in what density, which is a good starting point for assessing lakes’ vegetation based from a management perspective. �We can export the survey results to GIS, both online & desktop, or as an excel/csv file for processing directly from the Survey123 website. 



Technology in the Office

 Requires ArcGIS 
License. Can be either 
an Online License only 
or Software license

 Some external data 
management software 
such as MS Excel for 
storing cleaned data. 

Technology in the Field

 IPad, IPhone or Android 
devices

 That’s it! 

CITY OF WINTER HAVEN –
SURVEY 123

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Survey 123 does require an ArcGIS license, but does not necessarily require purchasing the desktop software subscription. It’s also useful obviously to have some data management software to clean & store your final data for processing. We have been using excel and are transitioning to using a database storage system.  In the field, all you need is a tablet or even a phone with the 123 app & survey downloaded to start recording. 



Pros

 “Smart-forms” limit 
errors and facilitate 
data entry

 Records & stores data 
offline

 Lots of ESRI 
documentation & 
instruction available on 
how to design surveys

Cons

Design using the 123 
Connect app & excel 
form set-up can be a 
learning curve

 Requires ArcGIS license  
 Survey 123 can 

incorporate a custom 
static basemap, but can 
not use an interactive 
map 

CITY OF WINTER HAVEN –
SURVEY123

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The biggest advantage to Survey123 is the ability to create customized “smart-forms” which improve quality of data & efficiency of recordingThe survey app can store data for instances where service may be unavailable, but you can still record and save results, meaning you don’t need Wi-Fi or data to be able to use itIt also offers the ability to automatically create a GIS database on ArcGIS online of this dataAnd as an ESRI app it has a ton of documentation detailing how to use it & design surveysWhich leads me to the cons - that while there is a lot of helpful documentation out there it can still be an initial learning curve to learn how to set up these forms. Again, it requires an ArcGIS license which can be a high cost investmentAnd it doesn’t have the ability of other apps like Collector to use an interactive map which references other layers and updates your map in real-time. 



CITY OF WINTER HAVEN –
SURVEY 123

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, our basic workflow for using the smart-form maker in 123 Connect starts with an excel sheet laying out your survey questions, your choice lists, your logic statements for generating pre-loaded answers etcetera. ESRI has great resources for learning the software and designing surveys so I'm not going to get into the nitty gritty here. This excel sheet generates your survey form preview where you can test out that everything works the way it should, change the appearance and then publish it for use in the field.When a survey is completed it generates a GIS layer of all of your points which is just a basic single size point layer originally, but can be tweaked look something like this showing both species individually and the density. When we process our data outside of 123 we add a couple of things like a an image for each species to display on click. We also use the GIS layer in an ArcGIS application which will filter these by species, so one could focus only on areas of invasive vegetation. 



Polk County Parks and 
Natural Resources

Survey123



Management Objectives

 New survey to record plant 
and wildlife observations on 
Polk County sites

 Easily record standardized 
data on invasive plant 
infestations

 Allow open access to data 
entry for all staff

Type of Data to Collect

 Location 
 Species
 Number found
 Estimated size of area
 Observer
 Date
 Comments
 Photo optional

POLK COUNTY PARKS & NATURAL 
RESOURCES - SURVEY 123



Pros

 Survey customizable  

 Limit errors, standardized

 Share information quickly 
and easily

Cons

 Set-up of xls form in 
survey123 connect may be 
challenging for complex 
surveys

 GPS location captured with 
smartphone or ipad not as 
accurate as traditional GPS 
system

POLK COUNTY PARKS & NATURAL 
RESOURCES - SURVEY 123



POLK COUNTY PARKS & NATURAL 
RESOURCES - SURVEY 123

Presenter
Presentation Notes
XLS form in the survey123 connect app when you are designing your survey. You can see on the right, statements need to be inserted to help you filter choices or write in calculations. 



POLK COUNTY PARKS & NATURAL 
RESOURCES - SURVEY 123

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the right is what our survey form looks like in the app. We all have downloaded survey123 on our ipads and smartphones. points and data collected from the Sumica site- shown in mapviewer in ArcGIS online. Clicking on a point brings up all the info you collected. 



Colorado State 
University/Avon park Air 

Force Range
Avenza



Management Objectives

 Treat ≥2,000 gross 
acres annually
 2017- 3,040 acres

 Survey ≥15% of burned 
acreage 
 2017- 9705 acres (~32%)

Type of Data to Collect

 Species location
Date
 Observation & treatment

 Species name
 Scientific and common

 Treatment information
 Chemical and percent conc.

 Size (square meters)

COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY / 
AVON PARK AIR FORCE RANGE –

AVENZA



Technology in the Office

Download Avenza app
 Create/get georeferenced 

pdf map(s)
Download map(s) into 

Avenza using wifi/data
Dropbox
 ArcMap

Technology in the Field

Device with gps 
capability
 Smart phone, tablet, 

etc. 

COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY / 
AVON PARK AIR FORCE RANGE –

AVENZA



Pros

 FREE- up to 3 maps
 Easy to use and 

navigate
 Create layers with 

attributes in the field 
and on the fly

Doesn’t need/use data 
while out in the field

Cons
 Free BUT… pay for Avenza 

Pro to have unlimited 
map downloads
 Shapefiles

 Working off of a pre-
made PDF map so 
“zooming in” has 
limitations

 GPS coordinates are only 
as good as the device you 
are using

COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY / 
AVON PARK AIR FORCE RANGE –

AVENZA



 Al l  my examples 
are  f rom IOS
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